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Demonstration experiments on polarization phenomena including coloration of polarized light beams 
are effective for attracting audiences’ interests. Compared to coloration by birefringence, coloration 
by optical rotation is not so often performed. One of disadvantages for the coloration by optical rota-
tion in sugared water is difficulties in theoretical predictions of colors to be observed. In this study, 
an equation that can provide us with theoretically expectable values for the angle of rotation for light 
beams of any colors (wavelengths) transmitting in sugared water of any concentrations was success-
fully established. The equation successfully realized theoretical expectations of intensities as well as 
observable colors of light beams transmitting in sugared water that showed satisfactory matches with 













Fig.1 Predicted (solid line) and measured 
(plots) characteristics of the angle of rotation 
over wavelengths of transmitted laser beams 
(the angle of rotation (rad/cm) on the vertical 
axis and the wavelength (nm) on the horizontal 
axis) [1]. 
Fig.2 Predicted (solid line) and measured 
(plots) characteristics of the intensity changes 
of the transmitted laser beams in the sugared 
water at the concentration of 73% [1]. 
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